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Initial recordings,
tracing the intricacies of the building.

A first engagement with the space came 
from the pillars and stone. 
The second was the numerous bodies 
described in the paintings.

The non function of pillars - 
the expected function of them - 
this cycle.

What is the expectation of the body?
What does the body know before we 
expect anything from it?

3 upstairs rooms
4 downstairs rooms

marble and muscle
desire and strength



(Compare the strength of pillars/ stone to 
the strength of the body)

(Both need support accessories)

The pillars and stone featured at Leighton 
House are predominately used for their 
aesthetic value - the function as something 
celebrated/ idealised but not physically 
used. 
The bodies depicted in Leighton’s 
collection of works were indeed also 
idealised, being used to support narrative, 
celebrated at their perfect form/ best 
physical capacity.

In particular the figure battling the snake - 
this motif featured across the house.

snake-limb-pillar-prop-force-battle-tension-
support

Focus on idealised physical capacity - of 
the capability of both stone and limb.

Focus on the actual strength within both 
stone and body; limb and pillar.

Use body to mimic movement of figure 
from Leighton House and cast limbs.
From casts make armour.

Armour enables the body to perform at its 
greatest capacity.

Armour made from salmon skin - relate to 
the snake.
Armour made from the scans of stone/
bronze/marble.

Also, play on wrapping tensions.

wrap-force-restraint-release-performance

study fixtures/fittings/systems of support

how do support systems connect to the 
thing that it is supporting?

Binding agents



Snake is threat to man
Man is threat to salmon

a snake is charming
a fish is typically known to be dumb but 
the salmon feels wise to me 

Snakes            +            Salmon

                Emotionally
Evil                                 Healing                     
Betrayal                          Calm
Danger                            Pure

                 Physically  
Capture                         In pack
Surround                       Ocean
Individual                      Fast+slow
Earth+ocean                 Scales
Fast+slow                     Camouflage
Scales                          Strong
Camouflage                  Direct
Strong                           Strong

Study snakes and salmon in myth

Physically and emotionally dissect

To do whole body or just shins and lower 
arms?
To cover bandage with stone scans?
-print more of stone scans
-test salmon fit on body
-do more casts of shins/arms
-test scans on cast
-how to document?

height of tactility 

Memory 
in their 
evolution 
and 
current 
bodies



The story of stone   
and body

limb and pillar 
supporting itself 
between 
the tension energies
of opposing forces,
the pillars 
experience 
force from either 
end - 
the body 
experiences forces 
from varying 
degrees 
and directions

(the muscle that 
builds from learning
to yield = to provide/
support)



Energy within the 
spaces of 
action and purpose

Bodies bend subconsciously
Pillars are stubborn to move
only a great force great
than itself would harness
movement within it

(Notice systems of proportion)



The energy within pillars,
The energy within limbs.

Both in constant,
of support aiding itself.

Responding to outside sources
and opposing forces.

The body rests - when does the pillar 
rest?

The needed energy from
both body and pillar act
within a different cycle.
The body uses energy for a 
certain amount of hours
and then it rests for a certain 
amount of hours in order
to recuperate, ready for the
next set of energy hours.
The rest hours serve
the energy hours.

The pillar
does not know or need the 
two sets of hours, for it
does not move like the body
does - there is no climactic
points to its energy.
Its movement is contained
within its set of force.
Its force is then a tension of 
control and support and 
it is this tension that 
preserves its energy.
Its cycle - like the body,
rotates.
But for the pillar, this cycle happens in 
conjunction 
with itself all the time.
Its rest hours and energy hours
work together.

The pillar will not be able
to perform at its former 
capacity at all.
But the body could.

So when considering fragility,
could it be said that 
strength is derived from the
likelihood of ones breaking and how 
well one could be fixed?
Does the cautious behaviour around 
someone make it seem weaker?

cautions around pillar and limb-

Does this effect the 
energy inside it? 
No, it preserves it.
Outside source protecting
from outside force.

This is why the body wears armour.

These hours support themselves,
united to form their greatest
strength.
- - 
In this way the pillar is 
more content than the body,
for it does not experience
the extremes of energies
(i am thinking of these hours 
described - rest and energy
hours - as physical bodies in
themselves. Not allotted to 
time frame but existing 
out of the structure of time 
and encompassing the feeling 
of time).

Does this make the pillar 
more wise than this body?
For its stone does not weaken or need 
rest as the body does - 
it exists, triumphant to its 
consistency.
Or is the body wiser? 
For it
experiences the heights 
and falls 
of energy.
Therefore it knows when 
and how to apply itself and 
experience these hours 
at their greatest capacity.

Within the memory of the 
body, its limbs are all 
knowing - readily prepared.
Maybe it is not a case 
of the wisest at all.
Because the forces directed
to both body and pillar
differ.

The forces against the
body vary. 
Anything could come to 
the body unexpectedly to 
varying degrees, from many
directions.
- -
The matter within the 
body has weaker and stronger 
points. Some points need
to support other points.
The pillar does not have this 
set of variations.
Its information is far simpler / purer.
Its whole does not have
difference within it.
Its force exists only above
and below. 
The product of this tension 
and support ignites its energy.

But I suppose the pillar could 
experience a force from another 
degree which could have its stone 
break.
Once broken it could not be fixed.
The body could break
(less likely because the body
could bend / move 
in response to the force).

What is more fragile - 
the body or pillar? 

The body would be easier to fix 
and has the potential 
to regain its strength.
The body has better chances 
to regain / repair to its greatest strength 
than the pillar does.





space map

The potential of weakened states.
The ability to harness strength.

At what point to defend
or build upon
or respond too
or be still?

The body is conscious of this
the pillar is not.
What is the pillar conscious of? 
The pillar is conscious of its 
constancy.
I suppose the body is too.

The consciousness is 
different but the constancy 
is the same.

The energy of consciousness,
the sound of it?



In the space of a day 
I built a pillar.





Battle terms-

truce
flee
engage
unite
align
side
enemy
force
weapon
sege
support
chain
barrier
field

Muscle terms- 

reflex
stretch
suppress
hold
against
repress
rotate
fixed 
bend
contort
constrict
contract
tense
relax 





A chain is a repeated
succession of bonded
links that are
used to support, to hold,
to contain and control.
To be interlinked gives them
their greatest strength.
Individually they are
just a form outside of 
a purpose yet when connected
to their fellow others
they are stronger.
Tactile attached binding.

Perform at its greatest capacity when 
involved within its mirror self.

- - 

Snakes in myth,
Salmon in myth.
Draw these two together =
both scales
both loaded with narrative
one attached to harm
one attached to healing.
Both salmon and snake
are powerful entities.
Both histories 
of their myths,
relate to their capabilities 
in association with man /
the human body.
Both snake and salmon
hark to luxury 
and extremes.
Some snakes exist in water, 
some snakes are salmon
coloured.
Snakes trump salmon
in the food chain.
Innocence over danger.

Innocence over danger
the resounding good
that typically sees
good energy ruling over
the typically bad.

Much like the motif 
of man wrestling the 
snake.
The man is the salmon - 
righteous, good,
innocent, defending its will.
The snake is the threat, 
encompassing, wrapping, 
endangering, containing
in order too attach.
(context of the act 
of containing)

The container is
much like the chain.

It needs to be interlinked
with its chosen other 
in order for its capability
to be activated.





Shins are the bodies pillars

The feet act as the bottom 
force -  just as the floor
 does for the pillar.
The shins support the
varying degrees of forces 
above - just as the ceiling does -
holding/ supporting all activity
above.

Both pillar and shin 
need their twin -
in unison their full capacity 
is ignited.

This duo sparks the cycle 
of energies within the systems of
support, proportion and force.
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